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1 .The general question
In second language acquisition (SLA), functional categories are often
absent or replaced by L1 equivalents (Muysken 2008:141) This work

→ Table 3 shows the most affected verbs by the loss of PREP (over
20% of omission)
Table 3 – Affected verbs and prepositions. absent or replaced by L1 equivalents (Muysken 2008:141). This work

aims to analise the extent of deviation in prepositions in Santomean
Portuguese, its impact on the argument structure of verbs, as well as the
role from creole transfer.

2. Linguistic situation in S. Tomé e Príncipe (STP)
Besides being the official language, Portuguese is the most widely
spoken language in STP and has historically shifted from L2 to L1 (cf.
table 1). However, the input available for the formation of this L1
Portuguese are interlingual varieties of L2 Portuguese due to unstable
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Verbs Prep
Obligatory

use
Correct use Omission

Freq % Freq %
Assistir (watch) a 16 1 6% 15 94%
Chegar (arrive) a 54 21 39% 13 24%
Dar (give) a 35 25 71% 10 29%
Dedicar‐se (dedicate) a 15 8 53% 7 46%
Entrar (enter) em 30 20 67% 9 30%
Esquecer (forget) de 12 5 42% 7 58%
Falar (speak) de 34 24 71% 10 29%Portuguese are interlingual varieties of L2 Portuguese due to unstable

diglossia (in addition to Portuguese and Santome, there are four minority
languages).

Table 1 – Number of speakers by language (source: INESTP).

→ f f

(1) Dou Øa meus filhos banho. 
to give PREP.a my childrens bath
‘I wash my children.’

(2) Cheguei Øa casa Øa vinte três horas.

Portuguese Santome
1981 60.519 54.387
1991 94.907 69.899
2001 136.085 99.621

( p )
Pegar (catch) em 13 5 38% 8 62%
Pertencer (belong) a 24 8 33% 16 67%
Precisar (need) de 17 11 65% 6 35%
Sair (leave) de 14 6 43% 8 57%

→ The number of Portuguese speakers has increased significantly
compared to the Santome.

3. The study
Spoken data (CLUL): Portuguese – Corpus Vapor (120.000 words)
Subjects: 30 informants (18-45 years); level of education (4.ª – university)

4. Results
Chart1 – Percentage of prepositional variation.

to arrive PREP home twenty three hours
‘I arrived home at 11.pm.’

(3) Esqueci-me Øde a fruta-pão. 
to forget  REFL.1SG PREP the breadfruit
‘I forgot the breadfruit.’

(4) Pessoa vem pega Øem ele assim. 
person come catch him like this
‘Someone comes and grabs him like this.’

→ Omission of prepositions is the most significant deviation (60%),

5. Role of transfer

→ Positive evidence: Creole selects DPs instead of PPs
(5) Ê      da    Zon livlu. 

3SG give Zon book
‘He gave Zon the book.’

(6) Ol’ô ka xiga kinte. 
quando-2SG ASP chegar quintal

60%32%

8%
Omission Substitution Insertion

leading to transitivization of theta-grids.

Table 2 – Degree of omissions by preposition and arguments

‘Quando chegas ao quintal…’

→ Negative evidence: the preposition is omitted even in arguments
selected by verbs that do not exist in Creole (e.g. assistir; dedicar)
(7) As crianças assistem Øa filmes.

The children watch movies
‘The children watch movies.’

6. Conclusion

Omissions
in arguments

A 
(to)

Com 
(with)

De
(of)

Em
(in)

Para
(for) TOTAL

IO 46 46
OBL 63 14 74 44 12 202

TOTAL 109 14 74 44 12 248
% 44% 6% 30% 18% 5%
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→ Case markers, a (44%) and de (30%), are the most affected (cf.
other SLA studies, such as Leiria 2001 and Cabral 2005).

→ Omission is more expressive with oblique arguments.

Structures typical of the interlingual varieties crystallized in Santomean
Portuguese. Transitivization of theta-grids results from the contact
between Portuguese and the creole language and from the historical
transition of L2 to L1.
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